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ABSTRACT

The Office of the educational material’s approval is responsible for approving educational material. The approval process does not include use of the material by students. The productivity of educational products is unknown. The goal of this article is to find a way to calculate the productivity and efficiency of an educational product, to improve it in order to provide a truly effective tool. To do this, we were inspired by the book written by Professor Mario Godard (2010). We will propose ways to measure the productivity and efficiency of an educational product. Finally, we will discuss the difficulties caused by this calculation.
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INTRODUCTION

Since 1980, the role of the Office of the educational material’s approval is to evaluate and approve educational material. A judgment is made based on several criteria including educational aspects. So, the approach of the proposed material must be compatible with the learning by skills recommend by the Programme formation de l’école québécoise. The prescribed contents of the Program must be in it, the evaluation activities must contribute to the development of skills, the material must provide cultural references, the didactic contents must be accurate and the material must facilitate teaching. These educational aspects are analyzed by educational advisers and teachers. In Quebec, educational reforms occur approximately every 20 years. We can thus consider an educational product to have a maximum expected lifetime of about two decades – or a generation. In summary, it takes three months for a group of specialists to evaluate material that may be in our classrooms for 20 years.

During these three months of evaluation, the teaching material is never tested by a student, its main user. At no time is it used in a classroom, its main user environment. By analogy, in the medical field, a medicine that has never been tested on an animal or a human and whose side effects and efficiency we ignore, is never marketed. Educational products are usually not tested and that is the reality. In education, the economics of education, created in the 60s, focused on the evaluation of the efforts granted regarding results (Michaud 1981). More specifically, they were interested in the profitability of education and employability of students (Cousineau 1984; Johnes and Johnes 2004; Lemelin 1988; Paul 2007; Vaillancourt and Henriques 1986). It was performed to show the capacity of students to find employment job according to their educational level, the level of health of students according to their education and their social participation according to their education. The economics of education analyze the education product. According to Legendre (1995), the education product is a “set of resources in the cycle of education, which is located at the end of the education process of which it results (free translation).” The productivity of the pedagogical process that uses educational products in schools is ignored. In theory, their use is productive, but is this really the case?

The purpose of this article is to find a way to calculate the efficiency and/or productivity change of the design process of an adapted textbook and of the pedagogical process using this textbook to educate pupils facing certain difficulties. In order to do this, we were inspired by the book written by professor Mario Godard (2010). The present publication addresses the specific case of the use of an adapted textbook, but the approach can be used with any educational product or program. The adapted textbook is a simplified version of the original Signet (ERPI, 3rd grade) textbook. It is identical to the original textbook (same cover, subjects, illustrations, number of pages and answers to the first question of every page), but the contents are simplified to make it easier for pupils who do not know how to read in 3rd grade. First, we revise the productivity change and efficiency measurement systems as proposed by Godard (2010). Then, we apply these
measurement systems to the design process and pedagogical process. We suggest means of estimating the productivity and efficiency of an educational product. Finally, we present the main difficulties caused by the calculation of productivity and efficiency.

1. Productivity and efficiency measurement

Productivity and efficiency must be measured to establish the performance of different processes. We usually try to identify the factors explaining the difference in overall cost for those processes. If we know the real cost associated to certain processes for a period and have the same type of real cost for the same processes for another period, a reference period, we want to identify the part of the cost variance that is caused by productivity change. If we do not have the cost of a reference period but have the planned cost for the same period, we want to identify the part of the cost variance that is caused by efficiency.

Literature proposes many measurement systems. If we want to be able to accurately measure productivity change and efficiency and also want to be able to isolate the cost variance caused by productivity change or efficiency, the only systems that can give this information, are those proposed by Godard (2010). These systems are summarized briefly in the next sections. The information presented here is useful to understand how we will transfer Godard’s method (2010) to the measurement of educational processes.

1.1. Productivity measurement

According to Godard (2010), productivity is “the relation between the quantities of goods produced and all the factors of production (total productivity) used or one of these factors (partial productivity).” This calculation is useful, for example, to know the quantity of goods produced per hour of work; however, this relation is useless if we want to know whether or not the productivity is good or bad. That is why the partial pure productivity index takes into account partial productivity during a reference period, named o throughout this text, and partial productivity during the real period, named n in this text (see Equation 1.1).

$$\text{IOP}_{ij} = \frac{Q_{ij,n}}{q_{ij,n}} / \frac{Q_{ij,o}}{q_{ij,o}}$$  [1.1]

Where:

- $\text{IOP}_{ij}$: partial pure productivity index of input $i$ to make output $j$ between period $n$ and period $o$
- $q_{ij,o}$: real quantity of input $i$ used for the manufacturing of output $j$ during period $o$
- $q_{ij,n}$: real quantity of input $i$ used for the manufacturing of output $j$ during period $n$
- $Q_{ij,o}$: real quantity of output $j$ made during period $o$
- $Q_{ij,n}$: real quantity of output $j$ made during period $n$

To understand how to calculate a partial productivity index, the example of a toy factory making cars and tractors is used (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Period $o$</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Period $n$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantity of output</td>
<td>9 cars</td>
<td>18 cars</td>
<td>2 tractors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity of input 1</td>
<td>3h</td>
<td>6h</td>
<td>2h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we recalculate Equation 1.1 with the data from the example, we can easily find the partial productivity index for input 1 to produce output 1 (IOP$_{11}$) which is Equation 1.2.

$$\text{IOP}_{11} = \frac{18/6}{9/3} = 1.0$$  [1.2]

Given that the partial pure productivity index of input 1 to equal output 1 (IOP$_{11}$) is 1, the productivity remained the same for periods $o$ and $n$ (see Equation 1.2). If we do the same calculation with input 1 and output 2, we can find the productivity change of input 1 to produce output 2 (see Equation 1.3).

$$\text{IOP}_{12} = \frac{2/2}{1/4} = 4.0$$  [1.3]
According to Equation 1.3, we can say that there was a 400% increase in productivity during period \( n \) with regard to period \( o \) for input 1, which produces output 2. Although it is interesting to know the productivity increase or reduction percentage, CEOs need to quantify this reduction or increase in dollars. To do this, it is important to make changes in the equation of the partial pure index to obtain Equation 1.4.

\[
IOP_{ij} = \frac{Q_{jn}(q_{oin}/Q_{io})}{q_{ij}} \tag{1.4}
\]

This change is useful in the numerator to obtain the quantity of input during period \( n \) that would be necessary to produce the quantity of output of period \( n \) with the productivity of period \( o \). Let us transfer this equation to our example (Equation 1.5). For period \( o \), input 1 is 4 hours and output 2 is 1 tractor, while during period \( n \), the factory produces 2 tractors in 2 hours of work. The numerator of Equation 1.5 allows us to know, with the productivity of period \( o \), how much time would be needed to produce 2 tractors (the quantity of output during period \( n \)). With the productivity of period \( o \), 8 hours would be required to produce 2 tractors. The partial pure productivity index of Equation 1.5 is identical to the one found in 1.3.

\[
IOP_{ij} = \left(\frac{2(4/1)}{2}\right) = 4.0 \tag{1.5}
\]

With this change, we have a quantity of input in the numerator and denominator. We can therefore multiply those quantities by the unit cost of the input considered. The index value is not influenced. We can use the unit cost of period \( o \) or period \( n \). The interpretation will vary depending on the unit cost used. The notation must take this into consideration. If we use the unit cost of period \( o \), we will obtain Equation 1.6. The second exponent in this equation, added to the IOP, means that the productivity index is calculated with the quantity of output \( j \) during period \( n \) and the unit cost of input \( i \) during period \( o \). The first exponent of the notation refers to the quantity of output that is used to calculate the index. Equation 1.6 takes into account the quantity of output \( j \) during period \( n \) and the unit cost of input \( i \) during period \( o \). This explains why the first exponent is \( n \) and the second is \( o \). They have no indices.

\[
IOP_{jn} = \frac{Q_{jn}(q_{oin}/Q_{io})}{q_{ij}p_{io}} \tag{1.6}
\]

Where:

\( p_{io} \) - unit cost of input \( i \) during period \( o \)

We can calculate the cost variance cause by the productivity change, as measured with the quantity of output \( n \) and the unit cost of period \( o \) by subtracting the denominator from the numerator of the previous equation (see Equation 1.7).

\[
EOP_{jn} = Q_{jn}(q_{oin}/Q_{io})p_{io} - q_{ij}p_{io} \tag{1.7}
\]

In the previous example, employees receive an average pay of $10/hour during period \( o \). Thus, if we apply Equation 1.6, we will find that it costs $80 to produce 2 tractors during period \( o \) and $20 during period \( n \). Subtracting the numerator and denominator of 1.6 is useful to find the cost variance caused by the productivity change of input \( i \) to produce output \( j \), calculated with the output of period \( n \) and the unit cost of period \( o \). If we go back to our example, the cost variance caused by the productivity change of input 1, to produce output 2, quantity of tractors, is $60. It is a $60 gain during period \( n \) compared to reference \( o \), but calculated with the unit cost of period \( o \). If we use the unit cost of period \( n \) in equations similar to Equation 1.6 and 1.7, we have type \( nn \) results, because it is calculated with the quantity and unit cost of period \( n \). These types of results are the most interesting for CEOs. \( nn \) and \( nn \) indices will yield the same result, when we consider one input with one output. This is not the case for the cost variance. For our example, if we suppose that the unit cost for input 1 is $15 for period \( n \), the cost variance caused by the productivity change will be $90 instead of $60.

To calculate the total productivity when we have many inputs or outputs, we calculate a new numerator by adding all the numerators of the partial pure productivity indices involved and calculate a new denominator by adding all the denominators of the same partial pure productivity indices. We can also calculate type \( oo \) by using the quantity of output \( j \) during period \( o \) and the unit cost of input \( i \) during period \( o \). \( oo \) indices may be considered the more pure indices because the quantities of outputs and the unit cost are the values of the reference period. For our example, we can calculate type \( oo \) cost variance from the result of Equation 1.9 by subtracting the numerator from the denominator. Given that the quantity of output \( o \) is less than the quantity of output \( n \), the cost variance is smaller. It is $30 instead of the $60 obtained for the \( no \) cost variance.
The design process we used is mainly based on research conducted by a research group from a Montreal university, the DEFI Accessibility Group. The latter specializes in the study of children with intellectual disabilities. Given that these disabilities mainly affect reading skills and that these skills are essential to learn other subjects, the group decided to design an adapted textbook to help these children. For the purpose of this article, we did not include all of the group’s research in the design process. We limited the present design phase to the year when the researchers focused more
extensively on the theoretical framework of the adapted textbook. The human resources involved in this phase include one main researcher from the research group, one student-researcher, one computer graphics specialist (layout of the adapted textbooks) and a team of three research assistants. We identify these resources as the design team.

As for any design, the team first had to define the problem and identify user needs. To analyze the needs of potential users, the questionnaire and interview proposed by Mayer and Ouellet (1991) were used. The questionnaire was built from the potential needs of the users highlighted by the literature review. The second method, the needs analysis, consisted in meeting key advisers in the field. The semi-structured interview technique was used to know the parents’ needs and their child’s (Mayer and Ouellet 1991).

Once these two needs analyses were conducted (questionnaire and interview), the needs were transposed into functions. A function is a “characteristic role of a product, service, process or system toward needs and satisfactions it will get to its user. All needs can be transformed into functions” (Petitdemange 1985). In education, a function is a “characteristic role of an educational product toward the needs of the Subject users and Agents of a specific educational situation” (Legendre 2005; Rocque and al. 1998). For example, the literature review and needs analyses showed that 3rd graders who were two years behind in reading, need to progress urgently in this field because the Programme de formation de l’école québécoise prescribes that it is important to develop reading skills to be able to learn other subjects (Ministère de l’Éducation, du Loisir et du Sport 2001).

This work led to the functional specifications, which include the selection of functions, their ranking by importance and their characterization (Petitdemange 1985; Robichaud 2010; Rocque and al. 1998). The functional specifications play two roles: they are prescriptive for the design team, which has to find solutions to fill the functions, and they also are normative because they are a reference to estimate the prototype (Rocque and al. 1998).

The design phase of the adapted textbooks lasted over a year. The design team participated in numerous meetings to discuss the frame and functions of the textbooks: The constraint function, which stipulated that the adapted textbook had to encourage an inclusive approach for the pupil’s education, raised several problems because the possible adaptations were always obstacles to an inclusive approach. These problems led to an improvement of the rules for text simplification proposed in Simple et Accessible (Duquette, Rocque, Langevin, Beaulieu & Chalghoumi, to be published) with new simplification rules specific to educational texts. Once the simplification rules were written, a team of assistants was trained by the research group to simplify the original textbook Signet (ERPI, 3rd grade). A list of strategies targeting educational agents using adapted textbooks was created. These strategies target the similarities between the original textbook and the adapted textbook, inciting educational agents to encourage pupils using the adapted textbooks to participate on these specific points. A computer graphics specialist did the layout of the adapted textbooks, and Les Éditions du renouveau pédagogique Inc. printed the prototype.

Figure 1 shows the design process of an adapted textbook. The inputs considered are the research assistants, student-researcher, computer graphics specialist, main researcher and a certain number of prototypes. The output is of course the adapted textbook. If a prototype is essential to the design and a test is prescribed by designers to improve the prototype, it must be considered in the design process.

2.2 Efficiency measurement of the design process

Measurement of the productivity change requires a period of reference and similar / outputs during period o and period n. Given that we did not find other adapted textbooks, comparing the quantities of inputs used, between a real reference period and a real comparison period, is impossible for the design process. So we cannot develop a productivity index for the design process. Instead, we calculate a measure of efficiency, which is detailed in this part of the text. By definition, the efficiency is an index comparing the real productivity ratio of a period to the budgeted or planned productivity ratio from the same period. To be able to calculate the efficiency of a process, we must have planned or budgeted quantities.
Inputs for the calculation of the efficiency of the design process of the adapted textbooks are: the research assistants, student-researcher, computer graphics specialist, main researcher and a certain number of prototypes. Equation 1.11 gives the efficiency for all inputs considered to produce a proper adapted textbook. The letter $t$ used in the name of this productivity index indicates that it includes all inputs.

$$\text{IBE}_{st} = \frac{Q_{st} + Q_{sr} + Q_{sc} + Q_{sb} + Q_{sd} + Q_{st}}{Q_{s} + Q_{sr} + Q_{sc} + Q_{sb} + Q_{sd}} \quad [1.11]$$

Where:

- $q_{sr}$: time research auxiliaries (training and work) during period $n$
- $q_{sb}$: time of main researcher during period $n$
- $q_{sc}$: time of student-researcher during period $n$
- $q_{sd}$: time of computer graphics designer during period $n$
- $Q_{sn}$: quantity of textbooks adapted to period $n$
- $p_{sb}$: average hourly pay of research auxiliaries (training and work) during period $b$
- $p_{sc}$: average hourly pay of main researcher during period $b$
- $p_{sd}$: average hourly pay of student-researcher during period $b$
- $p_{sd}$: average hourly pay of computer graphics designer during period $b$

Equation 1.11 is presented in its most general form. For this type of design process, $Q_{s}$ and $Q_{st}$ will be equal to 1.0. The cost variance caused by efficiency can be calculated by subtracting the denominator from the numerator of the previous equation. As for the productivity index, the efficiency should not be the only information considered. For an educational product, or any other situation, the researcher has to complete his analysis with additional analyses. In this precise case, it would be interesting to compare the difference in the costs of the pedagogical process with or without an adapted textbook with the quality of the students’ education, a type of cost-profit analysis. The quality of the students’ education will certainly impact the cost of their future education.

In the next section of this article, we focus on the pedagogical process using an adapted textbook. Isolating this process allows us to consider pupils with the desired characteristics (reading age, motivation and inclusive situation) as outputs. The productivity of the educational process with an adapted textbook can be analyzed according to the quantity of resources required in comparison with the pupil’s success.

3. Productivity of the pedagogical process using an adapted textbook

3.1 Brief presentation of the pedagogical process using an adapted textbook

The pedagogical process consists in educating a group of pupils in a classroom that includes children with some intellectual disabilities and “normal” children. For this paper, we focus on children with disabilities. The purpose is to educate them, at a predetermined level, by giving them more support with an adapted textbook and teacher.

Fig. 2 shows the pedagogical process. The inputs used are: the teacher, resource teacher, children with disabilities and adapted textbooks. The outputs are the pupils educated with the desired characteristics.

Fig. 2. Pedagogical process with adapted textbooks
In the next part of this text, we will focus on the calculation of the productivity of this process.

3.2. Productivity measurement of a pedagogical process using an adapted textbook

This section proposes an adaptation of Godard’s method to the process presented previously. For this process, we can capitalize on the fact that at this point, pupils are integrated into regular classes and work with material adapted by their teacher. Period \( o \), the reference period, can be the period before the adapted textbook is used; the period when the pupil uses homemade adapted material. Period \( n \), said to be the real period, is when pupils use the adapted textbook. During the results analysis, we can observe the evolution of productivity because even if the homemade adapted material (adapted by the teacher) is very different from adapted textbooks, the outputs of the pedagogical process using an adapted textbook or the homemade adapted material are the same. In both cases, we want to educate a certain number of pupils with some learning difficulties. They are the process outputs. At the end of the pedagogical process, these pupils must have certain characteristics at a given level (motivation of the pupil, success in learning how to read and inclusive approach in school). These output characteristics stem from functions of the functional specifications of the pedagogical process, using an adapted textbook. A tool, in our case an adapted textbook, can help to learn more easily and with fewer resources. Here we develop the question of the impact of using an adapted textbook on the productivity of the pedagogical process. The inputs of the pedagogical process for the productivity evaluation are: the teacher and resource teacher; children with some disabilities and the adapted textbooks.

As seen in Part 1.1, the output must be expressed in the quantitative data for us to find a productivity index. A qualitative part is required to improve and qualify the productivity indices and cost variance caused by the productivity change. For example, the relation between school and family is treated in a more qualitative way. To specify if the outputs used to calculate the productivity index of the pedagogical process are good outputs, we use the functional specifications as quality characteristics.

Equation 1.12 gives the partial productivity index, type no, for the teachers and resources teachers. For this index, we use letter \( e \) to specify that the index is for all inputs related to teachers and resource teachers.

\[
IOP_{no}^{\text{ef}} = \frac{Q_{oe}(Q_{ne}/Q_{o})_{pno} + Q_{le}(Q_{ne}/Q_{o})_{pno} + Q_{ue}(Q_{ne}/Q_{o})_{pno}}{Q_{oe}p_{no} + Q_{le}p_{no} + Q_{ue}p_{no}}
\]

[1.12]

Where:
- \( q_{deo} \): time of the teacher and resource teacher for the educational differentiation during period \( o \)
- \( q_{dno} \): time of the teacher and resource teacher for the educational differentiation during period \( n \)
- \( q_{deo} \): time of the additional teacher for pupils with disabilities for the collaboration between the teacher and school professionals during period \( o \)
- \( q_{dno} \): time of the additional teacher for pupils with disabilities for the collaboration between the teacher and school professionals during period \( n \)
- \( q_{deo} \): time of the additional teacher for pupils with disabilities for the collaboration between the teacher and relatives (parents) during period \( o \)
- \( q_{dno} \): time of the additional teacher for pupils with disabilities for the collaboration between the teacher and relatives (parents) during period \( n \)
- \( q_{deo} \): time of the additional teacher for pupils with disabilities for the support outside the classroom during period \( o \)
- \( q_{dno} \): time of the additional teacher for pupils with disabilities for the support outside the classroom during period \( n \)
- \( p_{oe} \): average hourly pay of the teacher and resource teacher during period \( o \). (The teacher and resource teacher are always paid the same, so only one unit cost.)
- \( Q_{oe} \): pupils succeeding (reading age, motivation, educational inclusion) during period \( o \)
- \( Q_{no} \): pupils succeeding (reading age, motivation, educational inclusion) during period \( n \)

Equation 1.13 gives the partial productivity index for the adapted textbook. For this measurement, we are faced with a special case. Given that the same textbook is not used for the two comparison periods, the unit cost is difficult to define. Do we use the unit cost of the homemade textbook or the adapted textbook? For the partial productivity index, the result is not influenced by the unit cost. So we can use the unit cost of the homemade textbook for period \( o \) and the unit cost of the adapted textbook for period \( n \). With this approach, we can evaluate the cost variance caused by the change in unit cost as part of a more global cost analysis.

\[
IOP_{no}^{\text{ef}} = \frac{Q_{oe}(Q_{ne}/Q_{o})_{pno}}{Q_{deo}p_{no}}
\]

[1.13]

Where:
- \( q_{deo} \): quantity of homemade textbooks adapted by teachers during period \( o \)
- \( q_{dno} \): quantity of adapted textbooks (in pages) during period \( n \)
- \( p_{no} \): unit cost of a homemade adapted textbook during period \( o \)
We can measure the productivity index for the input time of the teacher [1.12] and the productivity index for the input adapted textbook [1.13]. By subtracting the denominator of the numerator in Equations 1.12 and 1.13, we can calculate the cost variance caused by the productivity change given that the average hourly wage of a teacher and the unit cost of an adapted textbook are known.

If the value of one hour of work of a teacher is known, the monetary value of pupils in the beginning of the pedagogical process has to be determined. We can suppose that at the beginning of the pedagogical process, the unit cost of a pupil is the unit cost of all his previous education. With this hypothesis, we can calculate the partial productivity index for the input pupils with Equation 1.14 and can also find the cost variance caused by the productivity change by subtracting the denominator from the numerator of that equation.

$$\text{IOP}_{\text{f}} = \frac{Q_{\text{f}}(q_{\text{f}}Q_{\text{f}})}{q_{\text{f}}P_{\text{f}}}$$  \[1.14\]

Where:

- \(q_{\text{f}}\): number of pupils with disabilities at the beginning of period \(\alpha\)
- \(q_{\text{f}}\): number of pupils with disabilities at the beginning of period \(n\)
- \(P_{\text{f}}\): the unit cost of a pupil for period \(\alpha\)

In sum, in the case of adapted textbooks, there are three type \(\alpha\) productivity indices: with the input time of the teacher, with the input adapted textbook and with the input number of pupils. These productivity indices take into account inputs and outputs for the stage named pedagogical process, in the life cycle of the product.

If we use unit cost \(n\), we can calculate all type \(n\) indices and cost variances. With this information, it is possible to isolate the exact amount caused by the productivity change and unit cost change and also the part caused by the change in output quantities from the total cost variance between the real cost of the pedagogical process using an adapted textbook and the real cost of the pedagogical process using a homemade textbook.

The analysis of this example shows that in education, analyzing productivity does not have to be limited. It seems beneficial that a qualitative part comes to qualify the indices and improve them.

4. Difficulties in obtaining data

When we initially tried to measure the productivity change of a pedagogical process using an adapted textbook, we had some problems obtaining our data. The teacher time for the educational inclusion, during period \(\alpha\), is difficult to find. Indeed, we did not find data on this subject in literature. We thus want to make a collection of large-scale data to quantify this time. We would like a representative sample of Quebec’s teachers. It would thus be necessary to have different teachers with varied experiences, age, socioeconomic circles and clientele as part of our sample. To be representative, our sample would need to include 1,000 Quebec teachers. It is very difficult to have a large sample for education research. Finally, we know that a comparison (in time \(\alpha\) and in time \(n\)) will be made between homemade adapted material and adapted textbooks stemming from the research. Given that both types of products are relatively different, the results should be nuanced. Yet, in the future, we can measure the results of schools using the adapted textbook and not using it during the same academic year. For future designs, we will be able to calculate its productivity evolution using data gathered during the first design.

Conclusion

In conclusion, this text showed that it is possible to calculate the productivity and efficiency of an educational product. We also explained that, like for any type of organization, use of those measures must be accompanied with another analysis in order to qualify the results. Calculations of productivity and efficiency are tools that can quantify the impacts of an educational product. To be effective, they must be implemented on a continuous basis, as in organizations concerned by their continuous improvement. This text is a first try of transposition into education, which must be improved. The approach proposed must be experimented to find the gaps, to improve it.
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